COTTON
CANDY
MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS
a) Always unscrew the stabilizer screws on the sides of the machine before beginning
operation. Be sure to tighten the screws before transporting machine.
b) Plug in the Cotton Candy Machine.
c) Without turning the machine on, fill the floss head, about 80-90% full with flosssugar. DO NOT OVERFILL! – Whenever you add floss-sugar to the floss head, fill it up
to the end of the screw casing, which holds the head together. This is necessary to
obtain a balanced condition in the floss head or excessive vibration will occur and the
head will rotate ‘wobbly’. NEVER ADD FLOSS-SUGAR WHEN THE MACHINE MOTOR
IS RUNNING, After adding the floss-sugar, manually rotate head to balance. On the
side of the floss-head are leather bands which require twisting to ensure the floss is
being evenly distributed throughout the bowl.
d) Flip the power switch and the heat switch to the ‘on’ position.
e) Turn the heat control knob in the clock-wise position towards maximum setting, This
setting will produce the fastest possible warm-up.
f) The machine should begin to make cotton candy floss in a few seconds. When the unit
gets up to heat. It will probably start to smoke. Just turn the heat control knob in the
counter-clockwise direction to eliminate the smoking.
g) Adjust the speed of the spin to an adequate setting – fast enough to get the floss
going, but not up enough, to where you lose control.
CAUTION: Never operate this equipment for a prolonged period of time, with the heat
control in a setting that causes the floss-sugar to smoke. This will result in excessive
carbonization of the heat element ribbon. If you detect smoke or smell floss-sugar
burning, reduce the heat immediately.
h) Once, you find the ideal setting for the heat control, you should be able to operate
near this setting, each time.
i) Clean out the bowl before returning – empty any remaining floss-sugar out of the
machine. DO NOT PUT WATER INTO THE FLOSS-HEAD.
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Do Not Hesitate To Give Us A Call, In Case, You Have Difficulty Operating This Machine!

We’re Here To Help! ~ 304.529.6253

